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Wrong Keys met his wife in Hong Kong. He said what the f**k are you doing here?
Shamcock’s therapist told him the way to achieve true inner peace is to finish what he
starts. So far he’s finished two bags of M&Ms and a chocolate cake. He feels better
already.
Fit but Dim writes up his work notes in invisible ink. He often wonders if the ink has
ever run out.
There was a fire at the main Inland Revenue office in London last week,
but it was put out before any serious good was done.
A little boy kills a butterfly; Dad says, no butter for 2 weeks.
The little boy kills a honeybee; Dad says, no honey for 2 weeks.
Mum kills a cockroach; the little boy turns to Dad and says,
“Are you going to tell her or shall I?”
The prime minister gave some interesting figures on education today.
In the Greater London area, one half of the people can't read, one half
can't write, and the other three quarters can't add up.

So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
This edition: Beerstop
May 2017: El Rave
June 2017: Haven’t Got One
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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Write Up for Run 1989 Chequers, Wrestlingworth, 12-11-2016
Hares : Toed Bedsore & Goldfinger.
Scribe: Only Me
It was a very special day for the hashers, and the Country as a whole, as it was
Remembrances Sunday. We gathered together for a two minutes silence. Led by Comrade
Slaphead, we remembered the sacrifices of the fallen men and women during the 1 and 2
World War, also the present time. Then it was time for the hare to point us in the direction
of his trail shouting ‘On -On’. The pack followed the FRBs through a narrow path between
the shed and the pub into open field. A ‘Check’ was called soon after. The pack dispersed
left, right and forward. I caught up with Jetstream, as the main pack was still hanging
around and wondering, which way the trail might go. Klinger went straight into a gated
field with a flock of Sheep having their breakfast. I asked why Klinger was frightening the
Sheep. Jetstreams’ response: ‘Klinger’s a sheepshagger!’
st

nd

Klinger’s “Field of dreams

The On-On was called in the direction of the first check, and into the wider path, between
the hedge and the houses. Unfortunately, the trail seemed to have stopped. Once again, the
FRBs Haven’t got one, Deep Shit, Big Blouse and Pedro disappeared in all directions. On-on
was called by Unmentionable down the Hartley road and sharp left turned into a narrow
path and out toward open field. At this point it was a turn back. Haven’t got one and Pedro
both went left, Deep Shit turned right and immediately left toward a couple of houses and
found another check beside a lamppost. He instructed me to hold the check while he was
looking for the trail. Big Blouse came charging towards me. I told Big Blouse that I was
minding the checkpoint and sent Big Blouse checking. Meanwhile, in the distance, I saw the
hare shortcutting with the pack across the field toward Deep Shit. I could just about hear
him shouting to the hare: ‘Why the hell are you taking the pack through the ploughed
field? Only me is still holding the check at the bottom of the hill!’ I wouldn’t want to square
up with any of them, if you ask me. I limped up the hill trying to catch up with the pack.
Another check was called and once again the FRBs disappeared in all directions. I followed
Pedro towards a path and found two blobs of flour. To my disappointment Pedro remarked
that it would be too good to be true, and it was! The pack went toward the village, but
another ‘Check’ was called. I caught up with Paparazzi and El Rave. The pack pressed on,
but there was no actual trail to be followed. El Rave, being a dedicated hasher, would not
go off trail, let alone short cut. There was an arrow was only ten yards from a check point.
We were unsure which way the trail would go. We could see in the distance that there were
hashers everywhere. I checked toward the barn/farm yard and found the trail which we
followed back to the village. Back in the car park, I could see that some strange activity
was going on. First, I was not quite sure if Haven’t Got One had found bodies in his car boot.
But to my relief, it turned out that he was only ‘flogging’ a surplus of bottles of wine (full
body).
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The Circle and down downs to:
Hare and his co- hare = job well done.
Big Leg = Kermit abused
Horney = bullshitting
While you down there = Lost outside the(very) pub
Pedro = Blank Cheque
Goldfinger = Failure to train his dogs
Slaphead = Remembrance Sunday Leader
Klinger = Trump Anthem
Customer = Grand Mattress tried to recruit
Debonair = Little duck
Haven’t Got One = Athlete
Googly = Retained his ( shit of the week ) crown.
On-On
Only me, Happy hashing.

The Official Run Write Up for Run 1991 Black Bar, Harston 27/11/16
Hares: Jetstream & Unmentionable.
Scribe: Paparazzi.
What a turn out. Now who would have thought that Hashers
would be attracted to free beer? How come we are getting free
beer, I hear you ask? Well the hares, Jetstream and
Unmentionable, are celebrating 40yrs of hashing and they are
treating us. Thank you Hares. Now there were some 55 hashers, including the visitors,
returnees and most of the Whittle’s family tree, who turned up to the Black Bar Brewery
in Harston on this sunny morning.
Having set the pack off, in what the fast runners thought was the correct direction, the
walkers took the lead by going in the right direction and so the FRBs had a lot of catching
up to do. This theme seemed to carry on throughout the trail, as I kept seeing the same
faces, or should I say, fit backsides pass me on numerous occasions, which pleased me.
At one stage I saw half the pack go down one side of a ploughed field, across the bottom
and seemingly back up the other side. This made me wonder for a minute. However it
was a turn back and the hare had a pleased look on his face. Sneaky!
With so many Hashers on the trail, we started to spread out in a long line. However, with
the numerous turn backs and checkpoints, (some held by Checkpoint
herself), the walkers were never far behind and even lead on occasions.
Dave El Rave, having just had a pacemaker fitted a week ago, was seen
to break out into a trot. He was so pleased with himself that he came
past me and remarked that he was “not even breathing”. I disagreed
with him!!! He had to stay alive.
Would you like to be a fast runner like Big Gut. Well, I can reveal his
secret. Get yourself a dog which ignores you
when called to heal. That way, you have to give
chase to put them on the lead. Big Gut raced past me calling Ellie,
who just looked back at him and raced on. However, when he
eventually did catch up with her, she refused to go any further
and would only move when bribed with free beer.
It was a lovely trail of approximately 5 miles over fields, through
woods and even a dyke to jump if you didn’t realise there was a
bridge just a few meters away. At times I
wondered if we were in a foreign country
with some of the signs I saw, but we had
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touched on the boundaries of Haslingfield. With all the turn backs and check backs,
some runners must have done at least 7miles, except for one, Wimp. He was seen, along
with his dog, checking out someone’s very long back garden. Seeing his master’s
mistake, his dog made a quick retreat and then Wimp followed before the owner saw
them.
Lovely Trail. Lovely beer. Nice food. Many thanks to the hares. . It must have been good
because nobody complained in the circle.
DOWN DOWNS were awarded to:
Hares: Jetstream and Unmentionable.
Visitors & returnees: James, Ullage & Body by ALF
One for His Knob & It’ll come off, for trying to claim a whole jug of gin on the Harrietts
WOT gin night.
Horney, for being good husband material and making flapjacks for the hash whilst his
partner was on the Wot gin night out with the Harriettes.
All those who dressed with a Scottish connection, as it was St David’s Day.
Duncan Disorderly, for forgetting how to run.
Gorilla & Jetstream., for having difficulties putting up a folding table.
Spicey Bear for Cinnamon is Xmas.
Big Blouse for tea dunking
Charges:
Slaphead for cold calling
Strapon for asking directions
WYDT for not being able to tell the difference between male and female dogs
Tutonic. For being this month’s edit hare.

Write Up for Run 1996 White Hart, Gt Staughton, Jan 1st 2017
Hares – Slaphead and Big Swinger (who admitted to having done nothing!)
Scribe- B@stard

It’ll Come Off looked out of the window and said ‘it doesn’t look very nice out there’ so,
like the fool I am, I volunteered to drive, suddenly, it was nice enough for her to go! We
set off in drizzle and I thought if it stays like this it’ll be fine....so – as the rain got heavier
and heavier as we progressed towards the midlands I started to regret getting up!
There was a good crowd for New Year’s Day and, despite the rain and the cold, spirits
were high. I asked Slaphead how long the trail was, he enigmatically replied ‘it’s not that
long, mind you it’s not that short either’. My heart sank – and then sank some more
when he said it took him three hours to lay! Erk!
The circle was called after one of the committee members owned up to being there
(thanks Blowback – especially as Big Swinger is a joint mistress and was keeping a very
low profile). Slaphead sent us off and away we went onto the foul stinking weather. I
heard Goldfinger saying ‘that’s it, I’m going out for a short walk and then going home’ –
which he did.
The first check kept the pack together and I found myself unusually near the front. It
wasn’t to last, unsurprisingly. Blouse went past saying he’d already checked down here
and there was no dust – Blowback ran further and, sure enough, there it was. There
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were only three possible routes from the check and the other two were turnbacks so it
was a no brainer really.
We got to a road to find Slaphead helping the slow coaches (ie me). He appeared again a
bit further along at which point I could still see the front runners. By the next check,
which was already marked, I could see Unmentionable and Jetstream and then Klinger
appeared from behind me – I assume he’d been heading off in the wrong direction for a
change!
Falling further and further behind and getting colder and wetter I was wondering how
much further misery I was going to go through! I saw Jetstream going up a distant hill
but I kept on. Fortunately the view of Jetstream was a tromp d’oeil and he wasn’t more
than a quarter of a mile ahead. My spirits lifted as I saw buildings and prayed it was Gt
Staughton – it was! And Slaphead was there with a glass of port to raise the spirits and
the pub was only a few hundred yards – hooray! Horny and I walked in which is when I
started to look for It’ll Come Off (I assumed as she was walking today she’d be in the
pub). No luck and she had the car keys. As I went back out to the road I asked El Rave if
he’d seen her and he said ‘no, in which case I’d better buy you a drink then’. Bless your
heart, sir – a wondrous pint of Bateman’s XXXB.
Everone was back at the pub by half twelve – Daffy said he’d got there at five to, so a well
planned trail and definitely not too long.
We held the circle in the back room and chips arrived – it was getting better by the
minute. At this stage no scribe had been appointed so when a volunteer was asked for
and Blouse put his hand up, yet again, I felt it was only fair to volunteer myself as
otherwise he’d have done about 50% of write ups in the last twelve months. Not being
prepared I can’t remember who got down downs or for what.
There was a great atmosphere in the pub and we set off back to Cambridge in good
spirits.
Thanks, Slaphead for a good trail in poor weather and making the effort on New Year’s
Day.
Onwards

Scribe: B@stard
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Write Up for Run 1998 Plough, Debden, 15/1/2017
Hares-Shiggy Two Shoes & Deep Shit
Scribe: Legover....
Well where does one start? It was
an Eggar run so of course it was
sunny, short and simple…..err no!
Let’s start with the weather! Where
the hell was the RA today? I don’t
ever remember such shitty
conditions in my (nearly two) years
of RA-ship - all together……”It
wouldn’t have happened in my
day!!!”. I guess her only feeble
excuse is that at least the resulting
conditions suited the hare’s names
– Deepshit and Shiggy-two-shoes,
although in truth much of the run was more like very deep shitty quagmire
and shiggy-every-bloody-thing below the neck!
In the post-run late evening circle, the Grandiose Mattress described
conditions as “a little moist”. She must have been describing her state of
arousal (she had just stated that she was about to “come in the circle”) as it
certainly did not do justice to the conditions out on the run, which can only be
likened to being as muddy as the very muddiest of muddy fields with extra
mud added by Mad Muddy McMudsville, the King of Muddiness, making the
conditions in the Battle of the Somme look fairly comfortable!
In the sparsely attended pre-run huddle, Deepshit made two mistakes. Firstly
he admitted to being a lazy arse – since he decided to change the symbols to
something other than those traditionally used with the feeble reason that it
was easier for the poor old dear to bend down and create a circle without the
added torture of having to put a wittle crossy in de middle. His second
mistake was picking me for the run write up – fit your own glove box hinges
sunshine!!
Their chosen pub was only 400 miles from Cambridge and thus over 350
miles from the nearest civilisation – so most of the hash fitted right in! Also,
the main route to the village from the nearest main road was closed, meaning
quite a proportion of the hash, rather than just the Whittles, were late and so
missed the crucial piece of information about the mixed up symbols. It has
taken the hash many tens of years to teach some of its more neuronallychallenged members what the symbols mean (Yes Taxi, I mean you) so
combining this with the weather and the conditions which were waiting for
us, meant total confusion for a good 20 minutes into the hash!
We started up a muddy and slippery path directly opposite the pub and
things went quickly downhill from there - which is ironic as the rest of the
bloody run was almost entirely uphill, which is fairly sadistic this close to
Christmas! The trail immediately entered the first of many ploughed fields,
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but not content with making us run across it with an extra 5Kg of mud on
each foot, when we got to the other side, we found an unexpected symbol and
so after much discussion, arguing and sorting out of the order in which we
would lynch the hares, we begrudgingly re-entered the field to endure a
further 5 minutes of mud torture until we escaped by running – you guessed
it – up-bloody-hill!
A short reprieve of on-road and not uphill followed where we met a large
contingent of the afore mentioned late-comers (and the Whittles - who ran
past us and much of the chasing pack, certain that we must be going in the
wrong direction as we were now heading back towards the pub). At this point
we found the next one of the confusing symbols, well Pedro did, and since he
had done a Whittle and arrived late, he had no idea that on this day only a
circle is a square, a cross is a triangle and up is down! Oh how we laughed
about this later – NOT! Much mingling and running in random directions
followed but to no avail, so we return to the last sighted position of the hares
and followed the walkers past Pedro’s symbol and in a dead-end allotment.
After backtracking yet again and running past the hares, walkers yet again
and circumnavigating several more muddy fields, we enjoyed our next fullblown muddy field crossing (Muddy McMudsville had obviously worked hard
on this one) and on the other side were greeted by the rarest of things on this
day, a tarmac road. I was so pleased to see it that I didn’t even mind that it
was up-bloody-hill. It didn’t last long however and we were soon balls deep in
shiggy again - umm, maybe I should rephrase that?
As we joined yet another field, we were so relieved to find a grassy edge to
run up (yes it was up-bloody-hill again) that we all completely missed the
completely obvious (NOT) path which left the comparatively grippy wet grass
and struck off across yet another muddy field and yes, it was even more upbloody-hill than the beautiful grassy edge!
Another muddy field of two soon lead us to a distant sight of that sweet nectar
that is tarmac, however the hares were just toying with us and instead the
trail lead into a another field, which this time was not muddy and not uphill –
Strange eh? What it did have was a rather sweet, and apparently icy cold
stream which we jumped over a number of times as we rampaged around the
field looking for a more muddy field to run in to. A few crossings later and we
found a checkpoint which lead to, well, several more fields of nothing much
really and certainly not enough mud! We found two blobs and then basically
ran around looking whilst just trying to remain ahead of the hares, who at
this point had an entourage consisting of most of the bloody pack!
Eventually, several fields later a blob was found and then another randomly
shaped spattering of flour which we interpreted as a checkpoint because the
hares were still heading our way. The choices at this point were limited to
just two, straight on to another boring field (boring for the hares as there was
a grassy edge) or up what can only be described as a near vertical cliff!
Knowing the hares, we agreed that it must be straight up – it was – and it hurt
– a lot!
Those who survived the hypoxia of the accent were greeted with a 3rd (very
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short) section of tarmac (oh these hares - they are spoiling us!) which was of
course up-bloody-hill
NOTE: Look, this was my first run since before Christmas, you know, that period
of time where you eat like it’s going out of fashion and then keep eating until it
hurts. Then you lie on the sofa moaning that you have eaten too much, until
someone offers you some cheese and crackers followed by a HUGE slice of
Christmas cake, whereby you haul your bloated body up into a semi-vertical
position and forgetting your promise not 45 minutes ago that you would never
over-eat again, you start over eating all over again! What all that means is,
immediately after Christmas, all hills should be downhill only!!!!!!
Where were we, oh yes, running up-bloody-hill again, past a hidden entrance
to a muddy………….. track – Ah hah, you thought I was going to say field didn’t
you? Technically you were correct as this track quickly turned into a muddy
spacer between two fields. At this point we were so high that we passed a trig
point – you know, those things you find on the top of mountains in Scotland,
but strangely, the path kept going up yet further.
By now we were down to just a handful of FRBs as the mid-pack had been
dwindled down through altitude sickness or just a lack of will to live. The
FRBs battled on, noses bleeding, oxygen tanks nearing empty, until we found
a small but very soggy forest/wood/thicket/copse/collection of trees. Those
with GPS watches reasoned that left or straight on were the only options since
right was A) in totally the wrong direction and B) across yet another of Mad
Muddy McMudsville’s finest works. A light joke from yours truly suggested
that no one had checked out in that direction and to our utter amazement,
Blowback stuck out across the field. The hares arrived and confirmed that he
was indeed an idiot off trail and proceeded to yell at him to “stoppppp” which he did and then “to come back” – which, well, he errr, didn’t! Instead,
he turned and ran and ran and ran – to calls of “Run Forest run”.
Several muddy fields, strange symbols and check backs later (well I say check
backs but who really knows what the symbols actually meant? In reality, most
of the front runners simply ran around a bit and then ran after the hares who
had just walked past them in the opposite direction) Blowback was spied on
the horizon actually heading in our general direction, having got so lost that
he had stopped to ask some natives where he was and where the hell was
Debden. What we have here is nothing short of Klinger levels of fuckwittery!
By now, the FRBs were starting to sense that there might be a slim hope of
making it back before darkness and hypothermia killed off the remainder of
the pack and with a final flurry of standing in the middle of a muddy field
looking lost, we struck out towards the first house that we had seen almost all
day. This next section confused many of us as it stopped going up and started
doing the reverse, which was so foreign to us by now that we had forgotten
the word of not up-bloody-hill.
As we finally descended below cloud level, Pedro, obviously drunk on the
increasing levels of oxygen began to look decidedly unsteady on his feet and I
am told unreliably made several trips to the deck, but since most of the pack
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were lost, this was not reported back to the RA and he was not punished for
being a clumsy oaf.
Back at the pub, the staff complained that 30+ survivors had the audacity to
come in and try to spend money. The circle was in its usual late afternoon
slot, by which time most of the sinners had given up or died of old age. Even
the GM had buggered off because he could wait no longer!
All in all a pretty good day!
There were various down downs handed out by the said moist-Mattress, who
had chosen a rainy 3 Degree Celsius day in mid-January to break in a new set
of flip flops!
• 3 virgins who said it was the best trail ever (what the hell do virgins know?)
• The Hash shi(r)t was shrunk by Blowback and so Slaphead was punished as the
supplier.
(Of cheap clothing that is, not class 1 drugs – we stay quiet about those)
• “Balls deep in” Shiggy was charged for changing the symbols and confusing the
easily confused.
• It was declared that Klinger was to be preserved for posterity, but I am unable at the
time of writing to confirm whether the plan was to make a wax replica of him in
Madame Tussauds, or to simply throw him in a vat of formaldehyde and be done with it!
• I was unfairly picked on (again) for merely asking the RA who the hell was in
charge when the circle was not run by 1:30 (remember this was after the GM had
buggered off because the circle was late!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)
• Pedro was called into the circle to celebrate 900 runs – or so he says. I have
actually done 1499 runs so my next will be 1800. Since the presents start getting
worse after 300 runs, What do I get for 1500, a 1 penny chew?

After that, we were now all cold and gaining on the Mattress on the moist
scale (due to the rain) so we buggered off home!
On-i-on
Legover
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P.S. The run route is a fairly good outline of England, not including Scotland
as they seem determined to fuck off and Newcastle because they release
Cheryl Cole on us all!

Antar’s neighbour knocked on his door at 2:30am the other morning, can you believe
that….2:30am?! Luckily for the neighbor Antar was still up playing his Bagpipes.
B@stard went to buy a gollywog, an Irish joke book and a topless calendar. He got them
all at non pc world.
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CH3 – News – Events
Great Uncle Bob is compiling a Grand Souvenir Magazine for the 2017 run. Has anyone
got prints of hashing photos taken in the 1980s and 1990s? The reproductions in the old
Annual Magazines are often too poor for re-use. The original collections of prints
maintained by Bear and Bunter have been dispersed but there may be some in private
hands.
If you have any please contact rwburton@ntlworld.com. Send scans if possible.

Beyond the Icehouse 2017
June 16th-18th

Any hasher wishing for an invitation should send an email to : beerstop@gmail.com

Traffic Question
Most men will get this right!
You are driving along a narrow two lane road with a NO PASSING sign posted, with
double lines, and come upon a bicycle rider. Do you follow this slow moving bicycle rider
for the next 21 miles, or do you break the law and pass?
Which is the correct choice?
Scroll down...
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Why take unnecessary risks?

R.O.T.T. Will there be another?
Are you interested in this event?. If so please register your interest at
http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/
What is it?. – Go to http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/ or ask Strapon or Toed
We need to know how many are interested so we can decide if we have another.
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Taxi rang up his local swimming baths. He said “Is that the local swimming baths?” The
person there said “Sir, it depends where you're calling from”.
Daffidildo was having dinner with his boss and his wife and she said to him, "How many
potatoes would you like?". Daffy said "Ooh, I'll just have one please". She said "It's OK,
you don?t have to be polite" "Alright" Daffy said "I'll just have one then, you fat ugly cow.
Oh La La phoned the local ramblers club last week and the bloke just went on and on.

Runs for April 2017
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)
Latest details www.ch3.co.uk
Hare raiser it`ll come off
Run No. 2009: 02-Apr-2017
Crown, Willington, MK44 3QH
Hares Toed Bedsores & Computer
The landlady says we are not as much fun and debauched without Toyboy and GWH, Can we do
something about it? If you want Sunday Lunch Call Joy on 01234 831024
Run No. 2010: 09-Apr-2017
Hares Strap On
Run No. 2011: 16-Apr-2017
Three Pickerels, Mepal, CB6 2AR
Hares Taxidermist
Please book by phone 01353 777 777 Other information : please bring lifejackets and/or a boat (not
needed if you were born in Norfolk)!
Run No. 2012: 23-Apr-2017
Bull, Burrough Green, CB8 9NH
Hares Shamcock & U Bend
To Book Sunday Lunch- call 01638 508333
Run No. 2013: 30-Apr-2017
ar Park Opposite - Forest Lodge, West Stow BURY ST. EDMUNDS, IP28 6HA
Hares Haven`t Got One & Check her Out
The car park is in the heart of "The Kings Forrest", aboutÂ 40 min drive from Cambridge. You
canÂ goÂ along the A14 until J41,Â head to Risby then on toÂ Flempton andÂ West Stow. At West Stow
turn left at the T junction and pass the church on your left. Take the next left andÂ after about 100m
you will pass West Stow Hall on your right. Another 200m further on, you will see signs on the right for
road number Â "205" andÂ "Forestry commission -Â Kings Forrest - West Stow". TakeÂ this right hand
Grand Master - Shamcock
Joint Master - Muff Diver & Muthatuka
Religious Advisor - Debonaire
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Beer Master - Benghazi
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro

Grand Mattress - Double Top
Joint Mattresses - Big Swinger & One for his Knob
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Stats - Pedro
Song Master - Blowback
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
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